ACROSS
1. Call of the wild
5. Shade
11. '80s defense prog.
14. Competent
15. Walk down the aisle, maybe
16. Dough unit
17. Hangout for Hyacinth in "Fantasia"?
19. Poetic preposition
20. Condescend
21. "__ Louise!"
22. Agreeable word
23. Moon observation
25. Bk. before Job
26. "Skyfall" singer
28. Hangout for Tchaikovsky's Odile?
32. Dendrite counterpart
33. Mediterranean country
35. Hoop holder
36. Pewter part
37. Hangout for Heckle and Jeckle?
38. iPhone, e.g.
39. Lawyer letters
40. Warm to the max
41. Runs out of gas
42. Hangout for Mickey and Minnie?
44. Pep squad output
46. Panda maker
47. __ ed
48. Explicit message
49. Eleanor's successor
52. Rub the wrong way
56. Ab __: initially
57. Hangout for Garfield?
59. Like a fiddle?
60. Still together
61. Tenderfoot
62. Something for the inn crowd
63. 1979 title role for Vanessa
64. Simon __

DOWN
1. 44-Across cries
2. Story of a lifetime
3. Canine filler
4. Some bank agents
5. Japanese IT services giant
6. Linguistic practices
7. Maker of earthquake pills and dehydrated boulders
8. "Ain't gonna happen"
9. Oscar winner Penelope
10. Vulcan and Klingon, briefly
11. Honey alternative
12. AFI's third-greatest movie villain
13. Bad day for Caesar
18. Hydrated gemstone
22. '60s trip cause
24. Maintain, as golf clubs
25. U.S. dept. with a lightning bolt on its seal
26. War on Terror epithet
27. "Ingenious gentleman" of classic fiction
28. Basted, say
29. Entanglements
30. Some kind of trick
31. Baroque and Classical
32. "Lemme ___!"
34. Portuguese cape
37. Tech news website
41. Leaves high and dry
43. Met
45. Shot provider
47. "Gotcha!"
48. Couch potato's spot
49. Cherry variety
50. Sundance Kid's gal
41. Leaves high and dry
53. Irish New Ager
54. Not just somewhat
55. Boy with a bow
57. Soul from Seoul
58. Windy City transit initials